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LightTable 3.0.1 is now available in the Mac App Store
Published on 09/26/16
einstein's legacy v2.0, LLC today announces the release of LightTable 3.0.1, an unlimited
virtual canvas application that lets users layout, inspect and compare images. Images can
be resized, repositioned, layered and aligned allowing users to discover different
storytelling perspectives. The 3.0.1 Update introduces gesture-based manipulation of
canvas items, consolidates the user interface and provides several stability enhancement
bug fixes.
Charlotte, North Carolina - einstein's legacy v2.0, LLC today is thrilled to announce the
release and immediate availability of LightTable 3.0.1, an unlimited virtual canvas
application. LightTable lets users layout, inspect and compare images. Images can be
resized, repositioned, layered and aligned allowing users to discover different
storytelling perspectives. The 3.0.1 Update introduces gesture-based manipulation of
canvas items, consolidates the user interface and provides several stability enhancement
bug fixes.
"With this release, we continue to refine LightTable as a tool for photographers, editors
and designers who need to explore visual possibilities interactively," says einstein's
legacy Chief Product Officer Douglas A. Welton. "To provide a more focussed experience for
repeated tasks, we consolidated the placement of elements on the user interface and we
added gesture support for doing magnification. We have also increased canvas size to
provide a larger working area for manipulating image items."
LightTable 3.0.1 includes the following key features:
Unlimited Canvas:
The LightTable Virtual Canvas automatically expands to accommodate any number of images.
Layout Tools:
LightTable provides the tools to align, resize or re-order items or groups of images
relative to the canvas or other images.
Canvas Automation:
Duplicate, replicate and automatically arrange images using built-in canvas automation
functions.
Image Effects:
More than 40 built-in image effects are available to apply to items on the canvas.
Canvas Export:
Capture the entire canvas layout as a single image which can then be exported in a variety
of formats.
Sharing:
Share your canvas with other applications or directly to Facebook, Twitter and other
popular internet services.
System Requirements:
Macintosh Computer and OS X 10.11 (El Capitan)
Pricing and Availability:
LightTable 3.0.1 is available for $19.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies)
and is available worldwide from the Mac App Store in the Photography category.
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einstein's legacy:
http://www.einsteinslegacy.com
LightTable 3.0.1:
http://www.einsteinslegacy.com/products/lightTable.html
Download LightTable:
http://www.einsteinslegacy.com/downloads/lightTableDemo.zip
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/lighttable/id543743287
Screenshot:
http://www.einsteinslegacy.com/images/screens/lightTable1.png
Application Icon:
http://www.einsteinslegacy.com/images/pressReleases/icons/lighttable.png

At einstein's legacy, we make cool Macintosh Applications for video, images and quartz
compositions for creative professionals. einstein's legacy v2.0, LLC is located in
Charlotte, NC. Copyright (C) 2011-2016 einstein's legacy. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Macintosh, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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